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ABSTRACT 

A mashup is an essential type of interactive web applications that combines data and content from external sources to 
create entirely new and innovative services. They are an essential characteristic of web 2.0, the second generation of web 
applications. Using cutting-edge technologies and concepts, the variety of web mashups reaches from simple mapping 
solutions to complex photo and video service mashups. Exciting genres are electronic commerce mashups, which are 
used by consumers to gather information about products of find guidance before buying in E-Shops. Currently there 
exists a broad range of shopping mashups which are combining data from the e-commerce pioneers Amazon and eBay, 
and many other vendors. This paper initially provides a snapshot of electronic commerce mashups, gained by an extended 
analysis on electronic commerce mashups. The paper discusses the diverse trends of mashups that have or will have 
significant relevance on the online shopping sector. Moreover we present selected showcases of useful mashups services 
for shoppers. Finally the paper identifies major challenges and gives some recommendations both from a technical and 
social point-of-view. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Web mashups are characterized as a web page or application that combines data and content from two or 
more external online sources. The external sources are typically other web sites, and the relevant data may be 
extracted in various ways by the mashup developer. Content used in mashups is usually sourced from a third 
party via a public interface or application programming interface (API). An example for a mashup is the use 
of cartographic data from Google Maps to add location information to real-estate data from Craigslist, 
thereby creating a new and distinct web service that was not originally provided by either source (Descy 
2007). Other methods of sourcing content for mashups include Web feeds (e.g. RSS or Atom) and screen 
scraping. Many people are experimenting with mashups using Amazon, eBay, Flickr, Google, Microsoft, 
Yahoo and YouTube APIs, which has led to the creation of the mashup editor. 

Within the boost of web 2.0 services (O´Reilly 2005), mashups are hallmarks which become more and 
more strong channels of sales for shopping platforms and conventional e-shops. Within the social web 
sphere, consumers are collaborating online by gathering and providing content (Surowiecki 2004; Li et al. 
2007). Shopping mashups mostly are an interface between the retailer and the potential customer and directly 
lead to more customer satisfaction as well as to loyalty (Hagel and Armstrong 1997). For example, an e-
commerce mashup can be a comparative shopping tool such as BizRate, PriceGrabber, MySimon, and 
Google's Froogle, which uses combinations of interface technologies or screen-scraping to aggregate 
comparative price data. 

This paper explores many of the most popular electronic commerce mashups constructed today and 
discusses the diverse trends of mashups that have or will have significant relevance on the online shopping 
sector, which are essential for platform developers as well as for e-shop owners and vendors. Finally the 
paper gives crucial recommendations and identifies major challenges which cause completely new forms of 
interaction. 
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2. RELATED WORK 

Current trends in social web services are summarized in O´Reilly (2005), whereas Iskold (2007)  focus 
mainly on web mashups. Especially Merill (2006) described some essential features, technologies and 
problems of common web mashups. 

However, specific work on electronic commerce mashups is rare at the moment and only a few papers 
(Ennals and Garofalakis 2007; Ennals and Gay 2007; Sabbouh et al. 2007) point out general topics on web 
mashups or programming references. Finally, different trends, challenges and recommendations are presented 
in Hinchcliffe (2007) and provided the inspiration for our studies. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

To get insights into electronic commerce mashup services, a multi-stage methodological approach (O’Leary 
2004) was selected. An overview of current literature as well as analyses of existing expert opinions built the 
theoretical basis for this paper. To get an initial list of mashup services, data from relevant web directories 
(programmableweb.com, webmashup.com etc.) were gathered. In a next step every shopping mashup was 
screened, sorting out all services in an early beta stage. The final list consisted of 77 different electronic 
commerce mashups. Every selected service was listed in a survey matrix to perform a standardized analysis. 

 

Figure 1. Multi-stage methodological approach 

Finally a one-page-summary was created for each investigated mashup. Every single page analysis 
includes criteria like meta data (foundation, functions, type, region, APIs etc.), standardized rating fields 
(design, usability etc.) and some free reserved space for a qualitative review of each commerce model. After 
the analysis, main findings and trends were documented. 

4. MASHUP SERVICE SHOWCASES 

Out of all analyzed services, five electronic commerce mashups (Mpire, LivePlasma, FindNearBy, Early 
Miser, ZonTube) are presented in this section of the paper. These showcases have been selected because of 
their individual focus and the used application programming interfaces (APIs). The selected models are 
significant to demonstrate useful functionalities and future trends of shopping mashups.  
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4.1 Early Miser  |  earlymiser.com 

Early Miser is a mashup built on top of Shopping.com, Yahoo Shopping, Amazon, and Ebay. It offers 
comparison shopping, custom product lists, custom product feeds and tagging. Contrary to general shopping 
engines and price comparison sites, Early Miser permits users to set their own pricing trigger on when to buy 
a selected product. Thus, if a product is at the price level a consumer is interested in, he will be notified. As a 
consequence, a customer will find the best price on items while covering a wide range of the market so that 
he can be sure to make a good deal. 
APIs: Amazon eCommerce + eBay + Shopping.com + Yahoo Shopping 

4.2 FindNearBy  |  findnearby.net 

As a mashup to help consumers locate specific electronic goods, FindNearby provides retail addresses, 
locations, shipment dates, and local ebay auctions. Furthermore there are some special subsites for specific 
products like for the Nintendo Wii or Apple iPhone. Members can search many retailers in just one search, 
read free news/rumors on products and locate brick and mortar retail stores like Circuit City, Best Buy, 
Target, Wal-Mart. A collaboration function allows users to share their insider knowledge of shipments and 
shopping experiences, store-by-store across America. 
APIs: Amazon eCommerce + eBay + Google Maps 

4.3 LivePlasma  |  liveplasma.com 

LivePlasma is a visually rich application that combines the Amazon API to show the relationship between 
movies, bands, actors, etc. Site users can go straight from interacting to making purchases. Data is grouped 
according to interests, style, epoch and other criteria which suggest that somebody will like it. The closer a 
film or band is to the favorites of a user, the greater the chances are that he will like it. Users can click on a 
band, director or movie to access the map that best relates to it, but they also may click elsewhere to move 
the target and the map, and they can zoom in and out. Furthermore there are special music and movie maps. 
For logged in users advanced functions, like savings of favorites and personal maps, are available. 
APIs: Amazon eCommerce  

4.4 Mpire  |  mpire.com 

Mpire is a sophisticated online shopping service that searches the most popular online stores in one place to 
show buyers the true market value of products they want to buy. Currently over 50 trillion historical sales are 
analyzed. Leveraging their proprietary metasearch, pricing and relevancy technology, Mpire’s universal 
shopping experience offers the broadest selection of both new and used items, from the web's best shopping 
sites such as eBay, Amazon, Overstock, Yahoo, Shopping.com, and Craigslist. Mpire additionally offers 
WidgetBucks, an ecommerce advertising network of shopping widgets for affiliates and bloggers. 
APIs: Amazon eCommerce + eBay + Shopping.com + Yahoo Shopping. 

4.5  ZonTube  |  pulpsite.net/zontube/ 

Using ZonTube, visitors can see Amazon music combined with YouTube videos. After searching for an 
artist, site users will see all available albums. By selecting one, the whole playlist is shown and for every 
song selected, related YouTube videos appear and can be watched. Clicking an specific link, the album can 
be bought over Amazon. There are also some list-funtions, which are depending on selected artists. 
APIs: Amazon eCommerce + YouTube 
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5. IDENTIFIED TRENDS 

Resulting from the analysis of 77 different shopping mashups, the following trends can be determined: 
Editors and Tools: There are several mashup editors like Microsoft Popfly, Yahoo Pipes, Google Mashup 
Editor and many other tools that allow users to start generating mashups in a simple way. 
High Level APIs: Leading internet companies are trying to expose their services with high performance and 
quality. APIs, as with any software libraries, have a learning curve.  
Just4Fun Services: Most current mashups are created for fun and not for business. Enthusiasts are building 
these during their evenings and weekends, without having monetization in mind. 
Live Elements: Through real time data integration and life features, a special user experience is guaranteed. 
For example a consumer can see the percentage of sold products per hour of an specific retailer. 
Map Popularity: More than 50 percent of all mashups are including Google Maps. The reason for popularity 
of mapping mashups is the geographical relevance in most of the use cases. 
Photo and Video Integration: Integration of media (e.g. photos from Flickr and videos from YouTube) 
allows generating mashups which are similar to portal platforms or smaller niche communities. 
Reintegration and Syndication: After gathering data from several resources, mashups are often reintegrated 
over APIs into third party social networks or existing communities to reach many potential users. 
Three Part Architectures: The architecture of mashups is composed of three parts: content provider with 
API, RSS, REST or Webservice – mashup site – client web browser as a user interface. 

6. CHALLENGES AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

There is a variety of challenges to be handled in future. First there are technical challenges focusing on data 
quality and semantic meanings of sources. Development of shopping mashups is replete with technical 
challenges that need to be addressed, especially as mashup services become more feature- and functionality-
rich. Improvement of usability and user interaction is another relevant aspect to reach requirements of 
functional and efficient services. Beside the technical challenges there are also social issues like the 
compromise between the protection of intellectual property and consumer privacy versus the free flow of 
information and fair-use. The whole developer community and all involved stakeholders will have to work 
together to assemble open standards for mashup design.  

 

Figure 2. Challenges and recommendations 

Finally essential recommendations (Figure 2) are given to show which points have to be considered when 
building an electronic commerce mashup. In general successful web services must be unique, extremely 
useful and relevant to a huge number of users (Buskens 2002; Machado 2005; Siomkos et al. 2006). Thus, 
developers of new shopping mashups have to find the right combination of data sources, programming, 
usability and protection. 
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7. CONCLUSION 

Web Mashups, characterized as a web page or application that combines data and content from two or more 
external online sources, become more and more important within the social web sphere. Especially shopping 
mashups allow consumers to collaborate online and aggregate data from different vendors and online market 
places. As an interface between the retailer and the potential customer, electronic commerce mashups lead to 
more transparency which make buying decisions easier for e-shoppers.  

Analyses showed that most of the existing shopping mashup services are using the same APIs from 
leading vendors and data pools. Before shopping mashups succeed to evolve from exciting toys to 
sophisticated applications, robust standards, protocols and models have to be developed. For this to happen 
all involved stakeholders like major software development industry leaders, content providers, and service 
owners will have to find value in mashups, which means viable business models. Currently only a few are 
able to generate continuous revenue because many mashups are made just for fun. Successful applications 
must be unique, extremely useful and relevant to a huge number of users. As mashup services gain higher 
visibility, it will be interesting to see how the genre impacts social issues such as fair-use and intellectual 
property. In near future, the authors will design specific shopping mashup prototypes based on the findings 
gathered through this work. Based on these prototypes, different APIs and technical settings as well as 
specific user-driven functions will be analyzed. 
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